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A Seamless Handoff Mechanism for DHCP-Based IEEE 802.11 WLANs
Jen-Jee Chen, Yu-Chee Tseng, and Hung-Wei Lee

Abstract— IEEE 802.11 wireless networks have gained great
popularity. However, handoff is always a critical issue in this area.
In this paper, we propose a novel seamless handoff mechanism
for IEEE 802.11 wireless networks which support IEEE 802.11i
security standard. Our approach consists of a Dynamic Tunnel
Establishing procedure and a seamless handoff mechanism. Both
intra- and inter-subnet handoff cases are considered in our
seamless handoff approach. Our work focuses on handoffs in
DHCP-based IP networks rather than Mobile IP-supported
networks, but the proposed scheme can be easily tailored to
Mobile IP-supported networks.

Index Terms— DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol),
dynamic tunnel, IEEE 802.11i, seamless handoff, wireless net-
work.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, IEEE 802.11 networks [1] have experienced
rapid growth and popularity. Wireless networks offer access

to the Internet for delivery of various services such as VoIP
(voice over IP), multimedia, or data transmission. As a result,
supporting user and device mobilities is a critical issue since
continuous network connectivity is highly desirable for most
services. However, supporting voice and multimedia with
mobility implies that the total handoff latency must be small.
The latency for VoIP should not exceed 50 ms to prevent
excessive jitter [2], while streaming video/audio applications
cannot tolerate a latency more than 150 ms [3].

Handoff refers to a mobile node (MN) moving from one
AP’s coverage to another. Generally, when a MN detects
that its received signal strength (RSS) from its current AP
has dropped below some certain threshold, it starts carrying
out a wireless handoff. A wireless handoff is composed
of 4 main phases: Probe-and-Decision, Execution, DHCP
(Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol), and Upper Layer
Adjustment. In the Probe-and-Decision phase, the MN scans
channels to find potential APs around it. After scanning, it
will decide a target AP as its new AP according to some
matrices such as RSS and loading. Then, the MN starts
the Execution phase to attach to the target AP. In an IEEE
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802.11i network [4], the Execution phase involves 3 steps:
reassociation, 802.1x authentication, and four-way handshake.
During 802.1x authentication, the MN is authenticated to
a backend authentication (AAA) server, such as RADIUS
(Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service) server [5], via
the new AP. If the authentication succeeds, both the MN and
authentication server will derive the same PMK (Pairwise
Master Key). The PMK is then transmitted to the new AP
by the authentication server, which triggers the new AP to
initiate the four-way handshake. In the four-way handshake,
the MN and the new AP will derive several temporal keys,
including a data encryption key and a data message integrity
code (MIC) key, to protect data between the MN and the
new AP. At this point, the link layer handoff is complete.
That is, if the handoff occurs within the same IP subnet (an
intra-subnet handoff), the handoff is finished after the Probe-
and-Decision and Execution phases. The DHCP and Upper
Layer Adjustment phases are needed when a MN moves from
one IP subnet to another (an inter-subnet handoff). In this
case, after the link layer handoff, the MN has to renew its IP
address and reconfigure its network parameters with the DHCP
server of the new IP subnet. Afterward, the MN executes the
Upper Layer Adjustment phase to adjust its TCP/IP layer or
applications in order to continue its original sessions. This
completes the inter-subnet handoff.

Each phase mentioned above causes considerable delay.
Experiments show latencies of 300-400 ms for the Probe-
and-Decision phase, 800 ms for the 802.1x authentication, 40
ms for the four-way handshake, and 1-2 sec for the DHCP
procedure [6]. Obviously, the total handoff delay is intolerable
for real-time applications. In this paper, we investigate how to
reduce handoff latency to provide seamless and continuous
network connectivity.

A lot of research has tried to improve the latency of each
handoff phase. For the Probe-and-Decision phase, mechanisms
such as Neighbor Graph (NG)-based selective scanning [7],
[8], SyncScan [9], and location-based fast handoff [10] have
been presented. These schemes can effectively reduce the
IEEE 802.11 probe latency from hundreds of ms to less
than 20-30 ms. To accelerate the 802.1x authentication, the
IEEE 802.11i standard [4] has included “Pre-authentication”,
which permits a MN to do pre-authentication with potential
APs. Unfortunately, a MN can only pre-authenticate itself
with APs on the same IP subnet. Reference [11] allows a
MN to authenticate with multiple potential APs, rather than
just its current AP. In order to select these potential APs
(for pre-authentication), a mobility prediction is made, where
an O(n2) analysis of RADIUS log information is required.
Reference [12] presents a proactive key distribution scheme,
which achieves a 99% reduction in the 802.1x authentication
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Fig. 1. System architecture.

time. However, it is unable to cooperate with current stan-
dard authentication processes, and needs to modify existing
protocols.

II. PROPOSED SEAMLESS HANDOFF SCHEME

In the existing 802.1x authentication, users are not allowed
to transmit/receive normal data via the new AP before the au-
thentication succeeds. Considering that blocking normal data
access can be done later on, we propose to allow a roaming
MN to execute the 802.1x authentication and normal data
access simultaneously for a short period of time. However,
this may cause a security loophole. Hence, we enforce the
MN to access the Internet via its previous AP before handoff
completes. Since the previous AP has authenticated the MN, it
can check if the MN is a legal user and provide the MN secure
wireless access by using its prior data encryption key. Our
approach consists of a Dynamic Tunnel Establishing procedure
and a seamless handoff method. Dynamic Tunnel Establishing
is for each AP to construct trusted tunnels with its neighbor
APs. In the seamless handoff method, we propose to allow
the roaming MN to access the Internet via its previous AP by
the tunnel between the new AP and the previous one during
the Execution, DHCP, and Upper Layer Adjustment phases
of a handoff. Fig. 1 shows our proposed seamless handoff
architecture, where a MN is moving from APa to APb. When
the MN is authenticating with the RADIUS server via the
new AP, APb, it also continues to access the Internet via
its previous AP, APa. Therefore, we can achieve a seamless
handoff for roaming MNs. Below, we will give an overview
of our Dynamic Tunnel Establishing procedure and seamless
handoff method.

Fig. 2 shows the Dynamic Tunnel Establishing procedure,
which is triggered by the receipt of IEEE 802.11 reassociation
request or IAPP Move-Notify message of APb. On receiving
one of these two messages, APb finds that APa is its neighbor
and then tries to establish a tunnel with APa. Before sending
the request to APa, APb first verifies if APa is a trusted AP
by querying its RADIUS server. If the verification succeeds,
APb then sends APa a tunlestb-request. This tunlestb-request
message asks APa to construct a layer-two tunnel if both APs
are in the same subnet; otherwise, it asks APa to construct a
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Fig. 2. Proposed Dynamic Tunnel Establishing procedure.
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Fig. 3. Proposed seamless handoff mechanism.

layer-three tunnel. ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) can be
used to determine whether both APs are in the same subnet
or not. On the receipt of the tunlestab-request message, APa

will also verify if APb is a trusted AP. If yes, APa will agree
to establish the tunnel with APb.

Since the Dynamic Tunnel Establishing procedure is exe-
cuted after the very first roaming MN handoffs from one AP
to another, the first MN can not benefit from the seamless
handoff method. However, later roaming MNs can all enjoy
such tunneling services.

Next, let’s see how the seamless handoff method works.
Fig. 3 shows our seamless handoff mechanism, in which MNi

has a data connection with a corresponding node (CN) and
it is moving from its old AP to a new AP. Here we assume
that the SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) mobility [13] is used
in the Upper Layer Adjustment phase. In our method, we
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do not propose an enhancement to the Probe-and-Decision
phase because existing schemes already do well (such as
the NG-based selective scanning [7], [8] and the SyncScan
[9]). We can adopt one of them in the Probe-and-Decision
phase (H1). After deciding the new AP, MNi will send it a
reassociation request message (H2). Upon the receipt of the
reassociation request from MNi, the new AP will be ready to
relay data between the old AP and MNi using the existing
tunnel between it and the old AP. Here both the new AP
and the old AP will set a timer T1 as the threshold time to
provide MNi Internet access. Then, the new AP will reply
MNi a reassociation response and the 802.1x authentication
starts (H6). Once T1 times out, if the 802.1x authentication
does not complete, the relay will be prohibited by the new
AP and the old AP. Notice that, before MNi and the new AP
derives a new data encryption key, MNi will use the old key
to encrypt data sent to the old AP. The new AP only tunnels
the data to the old AP or forwards the encrypted data to MNi.
Once the 802.1x authentication and the four-way handshake
complete, the new AP will close T1 (H7) and inform the old
AP that the authentication has succeeded (H8). If this is an
intra-subnet handoff, the seamless handoff procedure finishes;
otherwise, this is an inter-subnet handoff and the new AP and
the old AP will set a timer T2 (in H7 and H9, respectively) to
continue data relay for MNi to maintain continuous network
connectivity during executing remaining handoff procedures.
The tunnel type between the old AP and the new AP can be
used to determine whether the handoff is an intra- or inter-
subnet handoff. Once T2 times out, the relay will be prohibited
by the new AP and the old AP. Here we assume that some
extension to DHCP for mobility support is implemented [14],
[15], where the DHCP client in MNi can detect the change of
subnets. So, MNi will actively execute the DHCP. After the
link layer handoff, data is encrypted between MNi and the
new AP because a new data encryption key has been derived
after the four-way handshake. On receiving the DHCP ACK
message from the DHCP server of the new subnet (H11), the
DHCP client will reconfigure MNi’s IP address and network
parameters. Moreover, this will trigger the new AP to stop
relaying uplink data to the old AP and start directly relaying
uplink data from MNi to the Internet because a new IP is used
(H12). For the old AP, the downlink data forwarding from
CN to the new AP is continued until T2 times out. Because
CN will still transmit data to the old subnet before the SIP
mobility competes, this can help MNi to continue to receive
downlink data. After the DHCP, MNi will execute the SIP
mobility procedure (H13). When the SIP mobility completes,
CN will start to transmit data to the new subnet of MNi. Then,
the handoff procedure completes.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a Dynamic Tunnel Establishing
procedure and a seamless handoff method to provide mobile

users the seamless handoff and continuous network con-
nectivity over DHCP-based IEEE 802.11 wireless networks
which support IEEE 802.11i. During a handoff, by using
our proposed approach, the Probe-and-Decision phase can be
reduced to less than 20–30 ms by adopting one of existing
schemes [7], [8], [9], [10], and the three remaining phases,

Execution, DHCP, and Upper Layer Adjustment phases, can
be hidden by the tunneling services. Therefore, for a roaming
MN, the continuous disconnected period with the Internet can
be guaranteed to be less than 50 ms. So, a seamless handoff
is concluded. In addition, the proposed method provides the
same security level as the original IEEE 802.11i standard
because, during a handoff, the moving MN is allowed to access
the Internet only when it is permitted by the old AP and the old
AP is trusted. Moreover, if there’s any improvement or change
for the authentication and encryption methods, our seamless
handoff mechanism still can work correctly because it doesn’t
involve any modification to the authentication and encryption
methods.
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